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Despite tremendous improvements in some low-energy technologies in the 
last decade, in 2018, global emissions grew an estimated 2.7%.4 A major 
economic transformation, though, may be underway, and visible in the 
plateauing of emissions between 2014 and 2016 (see figure 1). In the energy 
sector exponential improvements in cost and performance are already 
disrupting old business models. Solar and wind power are now the same price 
or cheaper than electricity from coal in most places even without accounting 
for the health and environmental impacts of fossil-fuels.5 Prices are tumbling 
as small-scale, distributed clean energy networks innovate and roll out faster 
than large-scale fossil-fuel infrastructure. Similar transformations in other 
sectors – transport, agriculture, buildings and industry – are visible, too. 

Yet, technology alone will not solve the climate crisis. Technological 
innovation helped cause the problem in the first place and, undirected, it could 
simply drive us towards a catastrophic 3°C world. Policies to reverse this 
trend are needed. So too are policies to change the behaviour of markets and 
people. For example, fossil-fuel subsidies currently outstrip all investment in 
renewable energy globally. In 2018, fossil-fuel subsidies reached over US$400 
billion, a level not seen since 2014, according to the International Energy 
Agency. 

The Exponential Roadmap focuses on the actions needed to reach the short-
term goal of peaking emissions as soon as possible and halving emissions 
by 2030. The presented solutions, which must be implemented in parallel, 
are based on academic research and expert assessment of their potential to 
scale exponentially and create virtuous cycles, like those in the technology 
industry, where improvements in performance and price drive higher value. 

The roadmap presents one among many potential pathways. Reality will 
unfold with many twists and turns. Whichever path societies take will require 
exponential action to transform our global economy if we are to increase 
prosperity and well-being for the most people globally.6,1 The roadmap 
necessarily focuses on mitigation. Unavoidable climate change will require 
adaptation and resilience building but this is not the focus of this report. 
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Figure 1. Global fossil-fuel and cement emissions 1960–2018
After a three-year hiatus with stable global emissions, CO

2
 emissions grew by 1.6%  

in 2017 and were estimated by the Global Carbon Project to have grown a further 2.7% 

in 2018 (range: 1.8%–3.7%). Estimates for 2019 emissions remain uncertain but similar 

strong growth appears likely because the persistent expansion of oil and natural gas 

use and solid growth projected for the global economy, according to the Global Carbon 

Project. Data: Global Carbon Project (2018)4

Graph from: Exponential Roadmap 2030
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Almost all aspects of our everyday lives generate greenhouse gas 
emissions, either directly or indirectly.
Which do you think is responsible for the largest amount of emissions in 
the UK

A. How we get around
B. How we live at home
C. How we grow and eat food
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The attributes of digital innovations which are 
appealing to consumers

“Attributes are dimensions or characteristics of a product or 
service, that satisfy a particular need or solve a particular 
problem” Theodore Levitt 1985 



Levitt (1980). Marketing success through differentiation of anything. Harvard Review

core attributes

But first a model ……..

main benefit or purpose

must haves

non core 
attributes

added value

additional benefits

status 
and 

esteem

luxuries

Any product or 
service is a 
‘package’ or 
‘bundle’ of 
benefits the 
consumer 
receives when 
he/she buys 
(Levitt 1980:85)

non-core benefits 
add value to the 
consumer …



67 people who lived in and 
around Norwich were interviewed

“save 
money”

“extend
choice”

“familiar”

“avoid 
waste”

“thingsaccessible”

People identified many different 
ways in which they thought 

digital innovations appealed to 
consumers

471!

our social science methodology led to some 
key insights



saves money

saves time

choice

easy to access

easy to use

Improves control

pay as you go

trusted

identity signal

go
od

 fo
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he
 en

vir
on
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en

t

benefits
 societyconnects people

core attributes

non-core attributes

independence

“sharing”
“sociable”

“friendships”
“interaction”

“avoid dealing with 
large companies”

“transferring
power back to 

individuals”

“no need to own 
a good”

“accessible using 
a smartphone”

“lowers stress” 
“improves health 
and wellbeing”

improves health

“dealing with 
something you 

know”



we asked participants to also tell us how well 
they thought digital innovations currently 
appealed against important attributes

easy to use not easy to use



core attributes

non-core attributes

Improves control

connects people

independence

improves health
choice

easy to use

We can help steer policy and industry 
…. offering some CPR!

• clear segmentation strategies  
which target receptive consumers 
with appealing messages that 
competitively position digital 
innovations  relative to 
incumbents

• purposeful policy (enhancing 
digital platforms, increased 
security and consumer 
confidence)

• removal of barriers to accessing 
digital innovations by increasing 
knowledge, educating, providing 
financial incentives

What can we do with these findings?



We asked our respondents in Norwich to identify the 
most appealing attributes of low carbon digital 
innovations. These were the top three but how do you 
think they were ranked?

A. Easy to use
B. Good for the environment
C. Saves money



Is door open for 
a digital 

revolution?



The role of trust 
in peer-to-peer 
mobility innovations

Laurie Kerr
l.kerr@uea.ac.uk



The sharing economy

• ‘Consumers granting each other temporary access to under-utilised physical 
assets’

• One of the ‘most significant economic developments’ of the past decade
• Allow people to share, barter, lend, rent, trade, gift and swap their personal goods 

with others

“what ultimately keeps the sharing 
economy spinning – and growing – is 
trust.” 

- PWC, 2015



Would you rent out: 

To a stranger?

Your drill?

Discuss in pairs/small groups

Your car? Your home?



Mobility innovations based on sharing

P2P car sharing
An individual granting temporary 
access of their vehicle to another 
individual, often for payment

P2P ride sharing
An individual granting temporary access of 
a seat in their vehicle, and sharing a 
journey, with another individual, often for 
payment
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1999: “Don’t get into a strangers car” 

2009:  “Don’t meet people from the internet alone”

2019: “Order yourself a stranger from the internet 
and get into their car alone”

Personal mobility is undergoing a technological
and social change



Communication channels 
and 

Social networks



Communication and diffusion



Opinion leaders…



Very similar 
‘homophilious’

Clique

Spreading information

Very different 
‘heterophilious’

No clique



Where’s Wally 
vs Lego

Write an interesting piece of information about Norwich





Online survey

Communication 
topic frequency

Communication 
density

Opinion leadership 
6 point scale 

Social network

5 close friends’ 
characteristics



Who do you talk with?

Talking about Smart home technology

Close friends Other social contacts

How many people do you talk with?

4 x more people



Early adopters of (digital) innovations

36

Mark Wilson
PhD researcher | Tyndall Centre, University of East Anglia
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The diffusion process – 5 types of adopters

37



Early adopters are distinctive in several ways

38

High 
social 
status Interest in 

science 
and tech.

Risk-
takers

Large 
social 

networks

Opinion 
leaders

Actively 
seek info

Well-
educated



diet 
gamification

online food 
hubs

P2P food 
sharing

11th hour 
apps

recipe boxes

doing big 
(meaty) 

supermarket
food shops

Wasting food in 
the household

consumption 
practice

Food apps and digital platforms

39



Online food hubs
Open Food Network, Neighbourfood, Food Assembly

40

Survey: 6 UK food hubs which use the Open Food Network platform, as well as non-
adopters. 606 responses, 200 current users



Are early adopters of online food hubs distinctive?

41

• Education: Most EAs and non-adopters have a Bachelor degree or higher

• Household income: Most common category for both groups was ‘£55,000 or 
more’, but in general EAs do report higher earnings

• Interest in technology: No clear difference between the 2 groups in their use of 
food apps

• Dietary preferences: More EAs are vegetarian or vegan

• Eating habits: EAs cook more from scratch, eat less ready meals, order fewer 
takeaways



In pairs, please discuss:

Do you think food apps are an effective 

way for consumers to reduce their CO2 

emissions?

42



Which of these is the most effective way to encourage 
consumers to reduce their food related CO2 emissions?

A. Food apps
B. Behaviour change campaigns
C. Carbon labelling
D. Tax on high carbon foods



Diffusion = “communication over time 
about an innovation among members of 
a social system”

(1) innovation attributes

(2) early adopters

(3) social influence



(1) innovation attributes

(2) early adopters

(3) social influence

Based on what we’ve learnt …
how can diffusion be accelerated?
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Which of these three innovations do you think would 
have the biggest impact on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions?

A. Peer to peer ride sharing
B. Digital food hubs
C. Smart heating systems
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